Bloomberg
Fixed Income Portfolio Manager

Press  after each command to run the function
* Denotes a single-security function
** Denotes a multiple-security function

Credit Analysis
*CRPR  Analyze an issuer's credit profile
*RATC  Search for credit ratings changes
*RATD  Access ratings scales and definitions

Price Performance
*MRK7  Locate contributor pages
*FMPS  Current and historic security classes pricing sources
*PCS  Set proprietary pricing provider defaults
*ALLQ  Monitor fixed income pricing by contributor
*GP   Graph historical closing prices for a security

Communication
MSGM  Access a menu of message functions
IB    Learn about INSTANT BLOOMBERG® messaging
GRAB  Grab and send Bloomberg screens
ANY   Learn how to access BLOOMBERG ANYWHERE®
PHON  Access Bloomberg via phone or PDA
RMIC  Invite users to shadow you on the BLOOMBERG service
BERY  Bloomberg for BlackBerry®
SBFN  Real-time voice and video communication

Electronic Trading
ET    Electronic Trading main menu
BBT   Access the BLOOMBERG BONDTRADERS®
FIT   Navigate the fixed income markets

Essentials
PDF   Set personal defaults
EASY  Learn ease-of-use tips and shortcuts
BU    Access a menu of Bloomberg training resources
BBXL  Bloomberg calculations in Excel
AV    Search for multimedia broadcasts
LIVE  Access live audio/video broadcasts
WRAP  What's New on Bloomberg